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You will need:
straws
plates
point markers

Score It!
This month you played ring toss in the PRC-Saltillo Calendar. Did you
like it? Did you think it was hard? Was it boring? Or something else? 
Use this scorecard and your PRC-Saltillo Calendar to rank which
sports were your favorites. 
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Write your score here.
Enter your score on the 

Final Tally Card.

PRC-Saltillo Playbook

Straw Javelin
Use materials you have on hand to create this game of skill and fun! This target toss is
great way to improve gross motor skills, language skills, and social skills. 

Setup and Play:
You decide how many plates you want as targets and how many point each plate will be worth. 1.
Once you have decided how many plates and their value, put the value on the plate. Either
write it, tape a piece of paper to it, or whatever is easiest for you. Set your plates out at
different distances, some close together, etc. You can play inside or outside, you decide!

2.

Divide into teams or play as individuals. Give out the straws to each team/competitor. We
recommend each team/person have at least 3 straws, but you decide. You can even have
different color straws for each team/person.

3.

Take turns throwing the straws at the target plates. Throw all straws before gathering them and
letting the other team/person throw. Tally your points and keep track of the score!

4.

Don’t forget to TAAP your way through the game! Find suggested words and
messages to model while playing on the next page.
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I would do it again

 Hint: use time words to talk about how often you
do this aport again.

I liked 

 Hint: what was your favorite part?

T
Talk about it

A
Ask a Question

A
Acknowledge via Response

P
Propel the conversation or

Predict

Don’t miss it!
I can do that too!

Don’t do it like that.

Why did that
happen?

Why can’t I get it?

Maybe like this...
Maybe we can!

Maybe!    

Try this next time.
Next turn.

Next.

I think ring toss was

 Hint: use describing or emotion words.
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TAAP Your Way 
Through Sports

Use the TAAP strategy and the suggested
words below to talk about your sport.

Remember, keep your speech natural and
let the game and conversation lead you.

Game in Review

Adapt
It!

Take a minute to write about sports.
Answer the prompts below to review your

thoughts about this month’s sport.

Need to adapt hoop toss? Below are some tips for how to adapt the sport for
different needs:

Play a smaller tabletop version of the hoop toss. Making the space smaller
may help with aim and accuracy. You can also adjust the distance to make
the game easier or harder.
Use larger hoops to make it easier to toss over a dowel. 


